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Prism Group is providing this update on 
Wednesday morning outlining some key election 
results and their implications for 2023.
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2022 Midterm Election 
Recap and Analysis 

THE ELECTION IN 50 WORDS: surprise resilience for Democrats nationally and at the state 
level, a denunciation of former President Trump, a narrow (~6) margin for GOP control for the 
House, and a Senate contest that will drag through the holidays.

We expect many races—especially Senate races in battleground states such as Arizona, 
Nevada, and Georgia—to remain uncalled for several days or even weeks. Legal challenges 
and recounts are likely in these states, with a January runoff likely in Georgia.

This was never going to be a wave election, but the results suggest a major Republican 
stumble in most states. A dismal Biden economy, redistricting and reapportionment, the 
historical trend of midterms being bad for the White House, good GOP House recruitment 
(but bad Senate candidates) should have brought the GOP to a notable victory. 

There is no clear view of which party will control the House of Representatives, but the 
number of competitive uncalled seats suggest that the GOP will barely cross the victory line. 
The GOP could have as few as six seats in majority territory. 

House Democratic incumbents who were feared lost a few weeks ago, have carved out 
victories in many key races.  

If House Republicans prevail, we will see some turbulence in House. With a slim majority of 
seats, their ability to elect their own leadership, let alone pass legislation must be called into 
question. We are watching Rep. Kevin McCarthy’s bid for Speakership and the down-ballot 
races such as for Whip and campaign chair. Disgruntled GOPers, especially the MAGA wing,  
may punish their presumed leadership. 

Majority or not, Senator Mitch McConnell will remain the leader of the GOP in the Senate. 
He may see a challenge by either Senator Rick Scott (R-FL) or Josh Hawley (R-MO), but 
McConnell will have the votes to survive any potential challenge. 

The GOP had expected to move fast on their agenda, but internal turmoil may kill momentum 
on implementing the overall blueprint for the first 100 days of legislating. GOP ranking 
Members and staff have been preparing legislative text for the past few months for quick 
introduction in January. That will still happen, assuming they have consensus on leadership.

Get ready for an unbearable amount of 2024 prognosticating -- with an emphasis on Messers 
Trump and DeSantis. 

KEY TAKEAWAYS
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Even more fights over social issues, strong emphasis on green energy. 
Businesses should expect to be asked to shoulder the load.

Thirty-six Governors stood for re-election; twenty Republicans and sixteen 
Democrats. Notable races included those in Arizona, Georgia, Michigan, 
Nevada, Oregon, New York, Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania. 

Democrats kept control in New York, Michigan, Wisconsin, Kansas, and 
Pennsylvania while Republicans remained in the Governor’s seat in Georgia, 
Florida, Texas, New Hampshire, and Wyoming. As results continue to be 
counted, Republicans may increase their control of governorships nationally 
by one seat to control twenty-nine state offices. 

Over six thousand legislative seats in 46 states, representing eighty four 
percent of all state lawmakers were on the ballot yesterday. In the Minnesota 
House, the Republicans now gained a majority and therefore control both 
chambers. We are still awaiting results from Michigan, whose legislature has 
a chance of flipping, but legislatures that have concluded their results have 
largely kept the same party in power.  

STATE OUTCOMES
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Recap and Analysis 

Between term limits, retirements, redistricting, and unexpected losses in the 
primaries, at least one fourth of incumbents will not return in the new year. 
A high volume of freshmen lawmakers could have implications for policy 
decisions, especially as issues like abortion, gun control, voting rights, taxes, 
and more are being left to statehouses this year. 

Attorney Generals at the state level are responsible for verifying and 
overseeing election results. With election legitimacy being a major issue this 
year, the Attorney General races will have a large impact on future elections, 
particularly in places like Alabama, Texas, Florida, and South Carolina – where 
current candidates in the lead have come out and denied the results of the 
2020 election.  

Ballot measures were a toss-up in most states, and generally reflect the 
constituents’ feeling on the issue. Many ballot measures that have been 
finalized include economic development, infrastructure, voting reform, tax 
reform, and criminal justice. Other ballot measures still being counted include 
those on abortion, taxes, crime, climate initiatives, and education.  

States will continue in 2023 to be a battleground for social issues, like abortion, 
climate change, and education. This could also be a year where states get 
tougher on businesses, especially through taxes and green policy.  

So far, state revenues have continued to exceed former projections as federal 
COVID relief funding and inflation increased the amount of tax revenue 
generated. Despite concerns about a recession going into 2023, states will 
have an influx of funding to allow for tax breaks and to boost budgeting for 
certain programs. New officials and changes in legislature and gubernatorial 
majority will alter how this funding is spent, as GOP may be more likely to 
institute tax breaks and return money to constituents, and the Democrats could 
allocate money toward their policy priorities or distribute stimulus checks (as 
we’ve seen in 2022).   

STATE TAKEAWAYS
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2022 Midterm Election 
Recap and Analysis 

There is much more to come in the weeks ahead and Prism Group will 
stay fully engaged. We will present a more in-depth analysis in our Fourth 
Quarter update. Please contact our team with any questions or comments.

STAYING UP TO DATE 

Prism Group is a bipartisan integrated government affairs and 
strategic communications firm that specializes in helping corporations, 
sovereign governments, non-profits and trade associations navigate 
complex legislative and regulatory environments. Headquartered in 
Washington, D.C., our firm engages policymakers and influencers, 
builds and manages coalitions, gathers actionable intelligence and 
offers a full set of tools for media and grassroots communication to 
impact decisions critical to our clients. 

Fortune 50 companies, leading trade associations and Washington’s 
most influential organizations rely on Prism Group to achieve their 
advocacy goals. Our hallmarks are strong client communication, clear 
objectives and measurable results. 

For more information on Prism Group, please contact                           
info@prismgroup.global

ABOUT PRISM GROUP
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